
In 1997, with freight deliveries
at an all-time low, less than
10,000 annual carloads, the
LIRR leased its freight
operation for the first time to
a private company to improve
freight operation. New York
and Atlantic Railway (NY&A),
a regional short line railroad
owned by the Anacostia and
Pacific Company, became the
LIRR’s freight contractor. The
20-year lease, with a 10-year

option allows the short line
railroad exclusive use of the
LIRR ROW. NY& A freight
trains operate during off-
peak and weekend hours in
order to minimize the
possible impacts on LIRR
commuter train service.
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The Long Island Rail Road has carried freight on its tracks for as long as it has been a rail carrier best known for its
extensive and busy passenger service. The LIRR was chartered under New York State Law in 1834 as a common
carrier of both freight and passengers. We are the oldest railroad in the country operating under its original name
and charter. During the 19th century the LIRR was one of the major freight hauling services in the metropolitan area,
bringing agricultural products from Long Island’s famous farms to a hungry and growing New York City and products
such as lumber and fuel back to an expanding Long Island.

NY&A’s headquarters are strategically located at Fresh Pond Yard in Glendale, Queens. At this location, the vast
majority of all NY&A’s freight rail traffic is interchanged with CSX, Canadian Pacific, and the Providence and
Wooster Railroad.  The remaining carloads are interchanged just east of the 65th St Yard (operated by the Port
Authority of NY & NJ on the LIRR Bay Ridge Branch and then brought to Fresh Pond Yard for distribution. Yard
switchers are used in Fresh Pond Yard to sort all inbound railcars and build smaller freight trains for efficient local
distribution of the inbound goods. The freight trains are then ready to be delivered to their final destinations.
From Fresh Pond Yard, NY&A operates approximately 2-4 daily trains west to Brooklyn and Queens and
approximately 2-4 daily trains east to Nassau and Suffolk County.

Freight on the LIRR
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Modernization Challenge 

The Wheel Spur Initative
The Wheel Spur intermodal freight yard located on
MTA LIRR property in the Long Island City area
would be the first new freight construction project
of its kind within New York City in almost 50 years.
Currently an under-utilized property adjacent to the
Newtown Creek, Wheel Spur would accommodate
businesses now located at the Arch Street freight
transload yard plus have the capacity to house
many more businesses in the future. 

Wheel Spur will provide up to 1,000 additional
permanent and temporary jobs, take as many as 7,000
trucks off the area’s congested roads through the use
of rail freight, open up opportunities for marine-freight
uses and avoid the costs of bridge upgrades along a
section of the LIRR. We look forward to the progress
of Wheel Spur in the near future.

To support rail freight growth in the region, there are certain infrastructure projects that are needed. The LIRR has
a freight strategy that includes focuses on freight modernization within the context of the railroad’s overall mission
of operating a safe, accessible, cost effective, customer focused transportation system. 

The LIRR freight strategy includes three key pieces:

• Improving yard capacity and flexibility with the re-opening of a property known as the Wheel Spur Yard as an
intermodal freight yard in Long Island City, Queens. 

• Attaining line capacity to support heavier rail traffic (286,000 pound rail car movements).

• Achieving 'higher/wider' bridge clearances of at least 17 feet in the short term on main line areas and
achieving bridge clearances for double stack freight cars of at least 20 feet six inches in the long-term

The LIRR has been awarded freight grants totalling up to $40M from the New York State Department of
Transportation and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to improve the LIRR bridge infrastructure for
freight traffic and to make freight yard safety/capacity improvements. The New York Metropolitan Regional
Transportation Council has supported critical bridge infrastructure planning studies that led to the eventual
reconstruction of many bridges along the Bay Ridge Branch in Queens. These grants are not associated with the
LIRR’s Capital Improvement Program which must be used exclusively for passenger rail improvements.  

Formerly operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Wheelspur yard location will provide NYAR the opportunity
to be more competitive with more rail-shipping opportunities for small and mid-sized businesses. Wheelspur will
also be able to receive 286,000 lbs. rail cars—the national freight standard. The current Arch Street Yard has
weight constraints on seven bridges leading into the yard which preclude the use of more cost-effective heavier
rail cars. Relocating to Wheelspur there is a cost avoidance of over $100 million in bridge weight upgrades.
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